John
As per our recent conversations, see below my views on the approach ARMS take.
Whilst HSEQ Director at Amey and now Vinci I have deployed a behaviour based approach
with ARMS Ltd. At Amey we had a blank canvas and could ensure through ARMS initial
diagnostic that what we put in place was both fit for the existing culture and the different
strengths of culture that existed across the Group. It was essential to understand where any
gaps in process and systems and the motivation of our people were so we could design with
ARMS an approach that worked for us in the long term.
When I joined VINCI, I joined a business that had already deployed an extensive behavioural
safety training programme but I could see that this was not a sustainable approach for the
business moving forwards. In this instance, we used the consulting capability of ARMS to help
us design a way forwards that didn’t waste what had already been done but also ensured that
the need to design something with deeper understanding of the VINCI business could be
implemented and crucially owned and sustained by the efforts of our own internal team
members coached and mentored by the experienced ARMS team.
For me the key to a successful behavioural (and cultural) change programme is in the ability to
make change stick and the support I’ve received from ARMS over many years has helped me
do just that. Their ability to get to know the business and focus on embedding programmes that
work is, I believe, the key to a successful and sustainable approach.
Regards,
Gary Carvell
Health & Safety, Environment and Quality Director
VINCI PLC & VINCI Construction UK
07801 536509
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